Host Adm_Klord (Actd.mid)
Host Adm_Klord says:
Prologue: the Crew of the Hayden is assembled in Mass in the main cargo bay which has been temporarily reconfigured in order to accommodate the mass of people. At the front is a slightly elevated dais with three empty chairs. There is a buzz of excitement and wonder in the air and the rumors are whipping around like wildfire.
Host Adm_Klord says:
<<<Begin mission>>>
Host Adm_Klord says:
Action:
Host Adm_Klord says:
As Admiral Klord and XO Skye and a third unknown officer approach the dais the murmur becomes a dull roar. Klord takes his place at the podium and the XO and unknown officer take seats in the chairs.
CIV_Madison says:
::feeling quite lost and alone, still being completely new on board, looks around for a familiar face::
EO_Davidson says:
::watches up front::
Host XO_SKye says:
::Crosses her legs and sits her hands in her lap.::
CSO_Lys says:
::takes his seat in one of the front most rows::
CIV_Madison says:
::gives up on her search and stands next to a technician from Engineering, wondering what all the fuss is about::
CTO_Lenard says:
:: standing in the back of the crowd, keeping an eye out for any disturbances ::
CMO_Bishop says:
::blinks and looks up at the podiums::
FCO_Knight says:
::Settles in his seat, finally. Looks up at  the podium::
Host Adm_Klord says:
::raises his hands for silence:: Crew of the Hayden, most of you know me and the interest I have long had in your ship. As her CEO I helped to build her and I was there for her launch although I never actually sailed as her CEO. I was called for other duties before I had that chance.
Host XO_SKye says:
::Still feels numb to what this means....What's going on....Why its happening....::
Host Adm_Klord says:
The changing of command on a ship as significant as the Hayden is an event of extreme importance and therefore I am pleased to be the one who has been chosen to introduce your new Captain to you. ::Motions for Jokeg to join him at the podium::
Jokeg says:
::stands, joining Klord at the podium::
CSO_Lys says:
::raises and eyebrow, the Admiral now having his full attention::
CMO_Bishop says:
::blinks and whispers:: FCO: A Klingon in Command? Am I too late to request a transfer?
CIV_Madison says:
Self: And I was worried about Captain Cutter liking me...
EO_Davidson says:
::stunned and whispers:: FCO: This doesn't look good...
Host Adm_Klord says:
However, before I do... Perhaps I should take the opportunity to introduce your new Executive Officer. Commander Jokeg, I present you the best crew in Starfleet. The crew of the USS Hayden. ::steps back and applauds motioning Jokeg to make a statement with a big grin on his face::
FCO_Knight says:
::Smiles and folds his arms::
CTO_Lenard says:
:: sees the Klingon, and starts to envision the new influx of combat missions he'll enjoy ::
Host XO_SKye says:
::Offers the new XO a well-deserved round of applause.::
Jokeg says:
::nods to the Admiral, stepping up to the mike::
CSO_Lys says:
::applauds politely, still a bit confused at the proceedings::
CIV_Madison says:
::applauds politely with the rest of the crew, not quite sure what to make of the change, or even if it will affect her::
Jokeg says:
All: I am not one for speeches, The reputation of this ship and crew is well known.
Jokeg says:
All: I am honored to be here with all of you, and look forward to working with all of you.
CSO_Lys says:
::makes a note to find out more about this newcomer::
CTO_Lenard says:
:: notices the uneasiness of many crew members... starts to make a mental list of potential mutineers ::
Jokeg says:
All: As all of you expect the very best from me, I will accept no less from any of you. ::eyes narrow:: Qa`pla! ::nods to the Admiral, stepping back::
CSO_Lys says:
::wishes he had paid attention in his academy language classes, but they had always put him to sleep::
Host Adm_Klord says:
XO: Thank you Jokeg, eloquent as always ::chuckles:: And now... ::Motions to Commander Skye:: I present you the newest CO of the Hayden... Captain Skye. ::applauds and steps back again::
Jokeg says:
::applauds::
CMO_Bishop says:
::smiles and applauds for her friend::
Host XO_SKye says:
::Uncrosses her legs and takes a step forward to the microphone.::
CSO_Lys says:
::claps again, this time with a bit more emotion::
CIV_Madison says:
::applauds again, smiling at the change...at least a female CO she can relate to more easily::
EO_Davidson says:
::stands up and applauds for Skye and whistles:: CO: Way to go Captain!
Host Adm_Klord says:
Action: as the CO starts to speak feedback pierces the hall::
CMO_Bishop says:
::winces::
Host XO_SKye says:
::Quietly at first.:: All: Everyone, In a strange way today....::Steps back and wrinkles her nose at the noise.::
Jokeg says:
::winces, looking around for the sound person::
FCO_Knight says:
::Quickly puts head down in pain::
CSO_Lys says:
::covers his ears and smiles, seems the universe has made itself known::
CIV_Madison says:
::cringes at the piercing sound::
Host XO_SKye says:
::Turns off the mic:: 
Host XO_SKye says:
::Steps up to the edge of the podium, beginning more loudly.::
CSO_Lys says:
::waits to see what Sam has to say::
Host XO_SKye says:
All: As I was saying.  In a strange way I don't feel like I should be the one standing up here today.  Jason Cutter was the heart and soul of this ship.  He started her as an Ensign and had served a long time as her Captain.
CTO_Lenard says:
:: suspects someone may have tried to murder the crew with auditory overload ::
EO_Davidson says:
::still standing at attention::
CIV_Madison says:
<Crewman> ::from way in the back::  We can't hear you!!
CTO_Lenard says:
:: realizes that's crazy, abandons the thought
Host Adm_Klord says:
Action: the Civ's chair collapses with a loud crash just as the CO paused and the sound reverberates through the room
CTO_Lenard says:
:: moves to put the upstart crewman in a headlock ::
Jokeg says:
::looks toward the back::
Host XO_SKye says:
::Louder after the reverb stops:: All: Jason came to me not long ago and said he was leaving.  He wouldn't tell me what was going on.  I told him one thing.  I told him, we would make him proud.  Join with me today in vowing that we will make him proud.
EO_Davidson says:
CO: We Will! ::salutes towards Captain Skye::
Host XO_SKye says:
::Steps back from the edge casting her glance back at Klord.::
CIV_Madison says:
::turns bright red, and slowly, quietly puts her chair back up and sits in it, all hunched up, talking to herself::  Please, no one look at me, no one recognize me.
Jokeg says:
::nods::
Host XO_SKye says:
::Nods at the EO.::
CTO_Lenard says:
:: eyeballs EO Davidson... thinking he's almost TOO loyal ::
CMO_Bishop says:
::looks back at the CIV and wonders if she's okay::
CSO_Lys says:
::puzzled by the Captain's sudden departure... it just doesn't fit with the man Talan had come to know::
CTO_Lenard says:
:: walks over to Madison :: CIV : Is there a problem?
Host Adm_Klord says:
::steps back forward::
Host Adm_Klord says:
::taps the mic experimentally::
CIV_Madison says:
::looks up sheepishly at the CTO and turns an even brighter shade of red::  CTO: Um...no, I just...well...no, I'm ok.  ::quietly::
CTO_Lenard says:
:: whispering :: CIV : You bear the look of someone who's either very embarrassed or moderately insane. Which is it?
CIV_Madison says:
CTO: Definitely the former...and possibly the later if things don't start going better for me.  ::smiles half-heartedly::
CTO_Lenard says:
CIV : I.. see...
CTO_Lenard says:
:: takes a step back :: CIV : I hope you are able to resolve this problem. :: walks away ::
Host Adm_Klord says:
All:: Some of you are no doubt wondering what precipitated this change. Due to the fact that SF has sealed the Cutter's file for now, all I am at liberty to say at this time is that he is pursuing his course as he believes he should... and I assure you, I will be joining him soon. ::looks at CO Skye meaningfully::
CIV_Madison says:
::to herself::  Me too.  ::tries to curl up inside herself and disappear::
FCO_Knight says:
CMO: ::whispers:: Well, this is different. I ne'er expected th' Cap'n t' jus' leave.
Jokeg says:
::listens intently::
Host XO_SKye says:
::If Klord is at least that'll mean less pesky Ambassador's for us here.::
Host Adm_Klord says:
All: for now... We have drinks and a small snack set up in the back... Please take this time to enjoy yourselves and meet your new CO and XO. Thank you
CSO_Lys says:
::Talan perks a bit at the mention of the "sealed" file... this is getting stranger and stranger::
CTO_Lenard says:
:: after putting the troubled young woman out of mind, pays rapt attention to the closing words of Klord's address ::
CMO_Bishop says:
::shakes her head:: FCO: There's something more to it I know... The only thing is, Sam isn't talking and frankly I'm not asking... Captain's prerogative....
Host Adm_Klord says:
::steps off the dais and makes a beeline for the drinks::
EO_Davidson says:
::walks up to CO:: CO: Congratulations Captain...you deserve it
CIV_Madison says:
::lets herself get lost in the crowd headed for the snacks, hoping she'll get lost in the shuffle and forgotten::
CSO_Lys says:
::gets up from his seat and moves away from the refreshments and finds a quiet corner::
FCO_Knight says:
::Nods in agreement::
CTO_Lenard says:
:: walks up to Bishop :: CMO : Excuse me, doctor.
CMO_Bishop says:
::looks at the CTO:: CTO: Yes, Ensign?
Host Adm_Klord says:
::scans the crowd drink in hand and spots a red faces young lady::
CTO_Lenard says:
:: looks at both Bishop and Knight :: Both : Pardon the interruption, but I felt it necessary to advice you to perform a checkup on Sarah Madison. She seems... troubled.
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::wonders if they have Romulan Ale, starts for the refreshment line::
Host Adm_Klord says:
Civ: Miss, please do not be too upset. Accidents happen... you remind me of a rather clumsy FCO the Hayden had once...
CSO_Lys says:
::considers what would have precipitated the Captain's departure and how it might affect the rest of them::
CIV_Madison says:
::looking around at the people around her, catches the eyes of the Klingon Admiral and starts::  Self: Oh no, please don't come over this way, not an Admiral.
EO_Davidson says:
:;goes over to the XO:: Welcome Aboard Commander...you will find that the Hayden is the best in the fleet. And the crew is the best ever
CMO_Bishop says:
::raises her eyebrows:: CTO: Oh? ::nods::.. thank you Ensign, I'll check in with her.... ::smiles::... are you sure her trouble isn't mistaken for embarrassment?
Host XO_Jokeg says:
EO: Thank you...Mr. Davidson is it?
EO_Davidson says:
XO: Yes sir.. Ensign Jay Jordan Davidson
CIV_Madison says:
Klord: Oh...well, I uh...thank...thank you, Admiral.  I uh, I'm not usually like that...it's just...well see I'm rather new, and I uh well I'm still adjusting... ::stops before she sounds further like a blithering idiot::
Host CO_Skye says:
::Makes her way off the podium and into the crowd.::
CTO_Lenard says:
CMO : It is my personal belief that, since all emotion has a biochemical source, that any emotional problems must be due to something physical.
CSO_Lys says:
::his thoughts steadily grow darker as he worried about the man he had come to respect... while they may have had their disagreements, in the end they both valued the same thing... family::
Host Adm_Klord says:
Civ: he was nothing less then an overeager puppy... clumsy but you had to like him... and as I understand it he became a fine officer
Host XO_Jokeg says:
EO: I have heard many good things.
CMO_Bishop says:
::chuckles and glances at the FCO:: CTO: Like falling on her rear?
EO_Davidson says:
XO: And you will not be disappointed...if you will excuse me sir
CIV_Madison says:
Klord: Well.. I uh...I'll remember that sir...and hope I'm as lucky.
CSO_Lys says:
::but what would draw him away from the Hayden, which was definitely his family::
CTO_Lenard says:
CMO : If she has this much trouble containing her emotions... there must be a deeper cause.
CIV_Madison says:
::feeling only slightly more comfortable at the non-business discussion::
Host CO_Skye says:
::Nods and smiles at the well-wishers as she makes her way through the crowd.::
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::nods to Davidson, grabbing a drink and walking from the table::
EO_Davidson says:
::nods:: CO  :Captain...may I have a moment?
Host Adm_Klord says:
Civ: what will your duties be on the Hayden?
CMO_Bishop says:
::nods:: CTO: Yes, that's true... I'll be sure to check in with her.... it's nice to see fellow officers looking out for one another...
Host CO_Skye says:
::Keeps walking until she realizes that "Captain" meant her and stops to look around.::
CSO_Lys says:
::there is only one reason that continues to pass through his mind.. and if it were him, wouldn't Jason need the Hayden, not that they were much help the last time::
CTO_Lenard says:
CMO: I am merely trying to insure the safety of the crew. The last thing we need are unstable clods manning the ship.
CTO_Lenard says:
:: walks away ::
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::takes a big gulp of his drink, cringing:: Wine....ugh...
EO_Davidson says:
CO:I was wondering if I could talk to you about something?
CIV_Madison says:
Klord: Well sir, I'm a Cadet, from the Academy ::duh, that was a stupid thing to add::.  I'm finishing my last 4 years aboard the Hayden...right now my mentor is Commander T..Lys  ::god I'll never get that right::.  It's a pilot program.  ::I sound so childish::
CMO_Bishop says:
::her smile quickly fades:: CTO: That's good to hear, Ensign. But a better choice of words would be better suited.
CTO_Lenard says:
:: walks up onto the dais and surveys the crowd... takes a quick look under the podium to check for any trilithium ::
FCO_Knight says:
::Takes a sip of the provided drink::
Host CO_Skye says:
EO: Of course.  ::Clasps her hands behind her back.::
CSO_Lys says:
::following the train of thought, the answer is obvious... he wanted to protect the Hayden, didn't want to risk them again.  Talan feels himself get a bit angry at that.::
EO_Davidson says:
CO:I am finding something troubling
Host CO_Skye says:
::join the club.:: EO: And what would that be?
CMO_Bishop says:
::touches her pocket to make sure her tricorder is still there and makes her way through the crowd:: FCO: I'll be back in a moment...
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::walks towards the stage:: CTO: Find anything?
Host Adm_Klord says:
::chuckles:: Civ: Lys? Well, you will learn a lot I'm sure... IF you survive, ::laughs loudly and slaps the young lady on the.... back nearly knocking her down and strolls away through the crowd::
FCO_Knight says:
CMO: All right. ::Takes another sip::
CTO_Lenard says:
:: straightens up at the arrival of the new captain :: XO : Not this time, sir.
EO_Davidson says:
CO: Trouble fitting in. I mean I remember some things...and Certain people. It just gets very frustrating. I hear people talking behind my back. They say I was dead?
CIV_Madison says:
::stumbles forward and suddenly has an abject fear of both Klingon Admiral's and CSO's::
CIV_Madison says:
::gets her footing and decides what she really needs is a drink, a good strong one too, and makes her way to the tables::
CMO_Bishop says:
::heads over to the CIV, smiling as she approaches::
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CTO: Mr. Lenard I presume?
CSO_Lys says:
::doesn't he understand... they didn't follow him into dangerous situations one after another just because he ordered them to... but because they were a family::
CMO_Bishop says:
CIV: Ensign Madison? Have you got a moment?
CTO_Lenard says:
XO : Indeed, sir. I would welcome you aboard, but I've barely had time to make this my home, myself.
EO_Davidson says:
CO: There are gaps in my memory that disturb me.
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CTO: Understood.
Host CO_Skye says:
EO: Fitting in isn't easy for anyone, but I can see how it could be even more difficult for someone in your circumstances.
CIV_Madison says:
::turns around, sloshing a bit of wine on her uniform. " Oh god, now I look like a lush, oh this day couldn't be any worse!!"  Manages to turn bright red again::  CMO: Um..yea?
Host Adm_Klord says:
::spots the CSO and immediately understands the look on his face making a mental note to avoid him::
EO_Davidson says:
CO:I mean I don't even remember my best friend. Othello said him and I were good friends
CTO_Lenard says:
XO: Which side did you take in the Klingon Civil War? Did you support the Duras family?
CIV_Madison says:
CMO: And uh, it's Cadet ma'am, another 4 years before I get Ensign.  ::why did I correct her, now I sound pompous::
CSO_Lys says:
::the angrier he begins to feel, the more guilty he feels for it::
Host CO_Skye says:
::Nods listening.:: EO: You may well have been.
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CTO: I supported Gowron...Duras family are nothing more than cowards. Why do you ask?
CTO_Lenard says:
XO : Merely curious, sir.
EO_Davidson says:
CO: Captain...may I come to your any time?
CMO_Bishop says:
::raises her eyebrows:: CIV: My mistake... could I have a moment of your time? You look like you took a bit of a spill back there and I wanted to make sure you were okay.
CSO_Lys says:
::who is he to question Jason's actions?  He wasn't the one tortured... didn't have to watch his wife in pain.  Why should he assume he could even understand what they are going through::
Host CO_Skye says:
EO: My door is always open.
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CTO: Who did you feel was the better to back?
EO_Davidson says:
CO: Thank you captain Skye...now if you will excuse me
Host CO_Skye says:
::Nods as Davidson leaves.::
CIV_Madison says:
CMO: Oh...oh that.. yeah, you couldn't have missed that.  I'm ok, really, just having a bad case of well...bad luck today.  ::points to her shirt, turning red again::  Nothing's going right.
EO_Davidson says:
::waves at Othello::
CTO_Lenard says:
XO : Anyone who would have back the Duras, in my opinion, should be suspect of Romulan coercion. There is no telling how deep their infiltration of the Klingons went.
Host CO_Skye says:
::Makes her way back to the tables to grab a drink.::
Host Adm_Klord says:
::sidles up to the new CO:: Captain, if I may have a moment ?
FCO_Knight says:
::Takes a bite of the snack provided and smiles at its taste. Notices Jay's wave and returns it::
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CTO: I see you have studied the events surrounding the incident...I am impressed.
CSO_Lys says:
::now he is more confused than when he began, his emotions mixing like a sidewalk drawing being washed away by the rains::
Host CO_Skye says:
::Turns casting Klord a smile.:: Adm: Of course.
CMO_Bishop says:
::smiles and takes out her tricorder, doing a quick span with her hand scanner:: CIV: I know. I understand completely... I've had many days like that...
CTO_Lenard says:
XO : I am always interested in the more... compromising... situations in the galaxy
EO_Davidson says:
::moves over to him:: FCO: Lieutenant Knight right?
Host Adm_Klord says:
CO: I am sorry to interrupt your moment with business but I thought you might like a look at your first orders... ::hands her a PADD::
CIV_Madison says:
CMO: I'm just trying to make a good first impression, and I end up doing exactly the opposite.  I don't know how I'm ever going to fit in around here.  ::looks as if she's close to tears::
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CTO: Good...
FCO_Knight says:
EO: Oy. Jay.:: quickly swallows his last sip of his drink::
Host CO_Skye says:
::Takes the padd:: Adm: And here I was hoping you were going to take my mind off of the day.......::Glances over the orders.::
EO_Davidson says:
FCO: May I speak to you a moment Lieutenant Knight
CTO_Lenard says:
XO: Be well, sir. :: leaves the dais ::
CMO_Bishop says:
::makes a few adjustments with her tricorder and keeps scanning:: CIV: Well you're probably just trying too hard.... you need to relax... everything will be fine... ::smiles and pats her arm::... we all started out just like you did.. so no one here thinks any less of you.
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::nods, looking around the room::
FCO_Knight says:
EO: Course.
CIV_Madison says:
::sighs, feeling a little reassured::  CMO: I hope so ma'am.
CSO_Lys says:
::isolates one of the emotions and is surprised to find that he is hurt, hurt that Jason didn't tell them he was leaving himself::
FCO_Knight says:
EO; Call me Othello, too.
Host Adm_Klord says:
CO: as you see... I was able to persuade SF it was not in their best interest to involve the Hayden in the hunt
CTO_Lenard says:
:: moves toward the area where Klord and Skye are engaged in conversation... keeps a polite distance and waits for them to break ::
Host CO_Skye says:
Adm: For which I am grateful.  I'd hate to be court-martialed for disobeying my first Mission Orders as CO.
EO_Davidson says:
::hands the FCO a PADD::FCO:I just wanted to give you a CONN report. I noticed it's a little sluggish. Should be okay now. It wouldn't be right Sir.
CMO_Bishop says:
::smiles warmly as she closes up her tricorder and pockets it:: CIV: I know so.... ::winks at her:: ... in the meantime, I will need to see you for a full physical as soon as possible. You can make an appointment with my assistant Chief Medic... Vince Manning...
EO_Davidson says:
FCO:I replace some of the Gel Packs and Chips. 
FCO_Knight says:
EO: Thanks. We're best mates, Jay. Stop callin' me sir.
CSO_Lys says:
::closes his eyes, the din of the room starting to close in around him, the chaos getting to be too much for him to take.  Opening his eyes, he looks for the nearest exits and begins wading through the crowd towards it::
Host Adm_Klord says:
::roars laughing:: CO for the CO of the Hayden it wouldn't be unusual. I will be leaving to take care of the details of that mission:: nods at the pad:: enjoy the day Captain... you may find that there are not too many that are so... pleasant
CIV_Madison says:
CMO: Oh...oh right, of course.  I'll make an appointment for next week.  I'm sorry I didn't do that sooner, the Academy only requires them yearly.
CTO_Lenard says:
:: sees the CSO stealthing through the crowd... moves to intercept :: CSO : Excuse me, sir.
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::casually walks around the room::
EO_Davidson says:
FCO: What should I call you then Sir? I am only going by protocol...Othello  ::lets out a laugh::
Host CO_Skye says:
::Nods:: Adm: I can imagine...... ::bouncing the padd on the heel of her right hand.:: We'll begin getting ready here shortly.
CSO_Lys says:
::by a force of will he stops himself and manages to keep his cool as he turns to the CTO::  CTO: Yes, ensign?
CMO_Bishop says:
::nods:: CIV: Well it's a little different on a Starship. We do them every six months. It's a lot different when you're actually on the job...::smiles::
CIV_Madison says:
CMO: I'm quickly learning that ma'am.  ::deer in headlights look::
FCO_Knight says:
EO: We're not in the middle o' red 'lert. You can call me Othello.
CTO_Lenard says:
CSO : I noticed you seemed to be leaving. Is everything alright?
EO_Davidson says:
FCO: You know...you and Jerlia are the only ones I really remember. I don’t remember anyone else right now.
Host Adm_Klord says:
::spots the CSO headed for the same door as he and changes course heading in a different direction::
CSO_Lys says:
CTO: Is this an interrogation, ensign? 
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::walks up behind the Captain, seeing the Padd:: CO: Orders?
CMO_Bishop says:
CIV: If you need me for anything, you can find me in sickbay mostly, though I do have a station on the bridge.... I don't mind helping you settle in...
CTO_Lenard says:
CSO : Your defensive stance would indicate that there is something worth interrogating you for. Should I arrange a session?
Host CO_Skye says:
::Turns around.......coming face to stomach with the Klingon, wondering if she'll ever get used to his height.:: XO: Um....Yes.
FCO_Knight says:
EO: Ya don' remember anyone else?
Host CO_Skye says:
::Hands the padd over.:: XO: You can have a look.
EO_Davidson says:
FCO: No. I have lost a lot of my memory. Due to my...shall we say injuries. SF Medical said it would come back eventually.
CIV_Madison says:
::startled at the nonchalant offer to help::  CMO: Oh...well, I'll keep that in mind ma'am.  Thank you.  ::genuinely smiles, making her whole face light up as if the day had gone just fine::
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CO: That is Admiral Klord...doesn't mess around.
CSO_Lys says:
::his voice raised a bit:: CTO: Ensign, I would suggest you reconsider your tone to a superior office before you find yourself enjoying the accommodations of your own brig.  Is that clear?
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::looks over the orders on the PADD::
Host CO_Skye says:
::Cracks a smile thinking about the way he greeted her recently:: XO: Well.......not in cases like this.
Host XO_Jokeg says:
XO: Well if it's any consolation, he threw a weapon at me when I went into his office.
CMO_Bishop says:
::pats the Cadet's arm:: CIV: Enjoy the rest of the party... ::heads off toward the FCO::
FCO_Knight says:
EO: That’s good. I'd hate for ya not t' remember ya crewmates. We're s'pposed t' be a family on this ship.
CTO_Lenard says:
CSO : You can call this insubordination, sir. I call it proper caution. Forgive me if I stepped on your toes.
Host CO_Skye says:
XO: Sounds about right.....Don't worry.  He always misses. ::Gives the giant a smile.::
CIV_Madison says:
::looks down at her drink, and the stain on her shirt, and quickly gets rid of the drink before anyone else gets the wrong idea::
CSO_Lys says:
::nods sharply and walks away::
EO_Davidson says:
FCO: And I get that feeling...but something isn't still right.
Host XO_Jokeg says:
::grins:: CO: Only when he wants to Captain...he could kill a targ with a toothpick.
CTO_Lenard says:
:: watches the CSO leave with narrowed eyes... turns away and scans the crowd for Skye ::
EO_Davidson says:
FCO: Feels like someone is missing from my life.
FCO_Knight says:
EO: What?
Host CO_Skye says:
XO: Can and will are two different things.....He likes opera and wears kilts......::Gives him a mock incredulous look.:: I mean, come on.
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CO: Too true Captain.
EO_Davidson says:
FCO: My file says I have a daughter...where is she!
CMO_Bishop says:
::approaches the FCO and links arms with him, leaning in close and coming up on full tip toe to kiss his cheek:: FCO: Miss me..?... ::smiles at the EO:: EO: Hello, Jay....
FCO_Knight says:
EO: I don't know, honestly. CMO: Ya know wha' happened t' jay's daughter.
CTO_Lenard says:
:: again takes a spot away from the CO and her current conversation, waiting for the proper moment to attract her attention ::
EO_Davidson says:
CMO: Jerlia...it's nice to see you again. Sorry about causing a emergency while you were on leave.
Host CO_Skye says:
::Places her hand on the Klingon's arm.:: XO: I believe the CTO's been waiting to talk to me.  I'll be available later if you need me.
Host CO_Skye says:
::Walks over to the CTO:: CTO: Is there something I can help you with Mr. Lenard?
CSO_Lys says:
::exits the cargo bay and heads for the holodeck::
CTO_Lenard says:
CO : Perhaps we can meet in private later.
CMO_Bishop says:
::feels her smile fade:: FCO/EO: Jay.... I told you.... no one knows where your daughter is... she's thought to be ...... ::lowers her voice to a whisper::... dead....
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CO: Very well Captain. ::goes to find something better to drink::
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: We can.....Can you tell me what it's about?
EO_Davidson says:
::gets a very stunned look on his face:: CMO/FCO:DEAD! ::rushes out of the room::
FCO_Knight says:
CMO: Oy...
CTO_Lenard says:
CO : Early crew evaluations, sir. I have several who I am concerned about.
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: Meet me in my....the Ready Room at 0800 tomorrow.
CMO_Bishop says:
::looks up at the FCO:: FCO: I already told him about his daughter....
Host Adm_Klord says:
<<<End mission>>>

